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Introduction
Cancer cells detached from their parent tumors may 
permeate into the bloodstream as circulating tumor cells 
(CTCs) and consequently create distant metastatic sites 
in other organs which may also proliferate and form 
secondary tumors.1 CTCs encountered cellular mutations 
that led to the loss of cellular cohesion and cellular 

polarity and thus gained increased mobility and invasion 
to be able to leak into the bloodstream.2 CTCs exist in 
very rare numbers in the blood of carcinoma patients and 
their concentration is an indication of the future cancer 
metastasis.3,4 

The assessment and examination of the CTCs extracted 
from the blood of cancer patients should be beneficial 
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Abstract
Introduction: Circulating tumor cells 
(CTCs) are the transformed tumor cells that 
can penetrate into the bloodstream and are 
available at concentrations as low as 1-100 
cells per milliliter. To trap CTCs in the 
blood, one valid and mature technique that 
has been developed is the magnetophoresis-
based separation in a microfluidic channel. 
Recently, nanostructured platforms have 
also been developed to trap specific targeted 
and marker cells in the blood. We aimed to 
integrate both in one platform to improve trapping.
Methods: Here, we developed a numerical scheme and an integrated device that considered the 
interaction between drag and magnetic forces on paramagnetic labeled cells in the fluid as well as 
interaction of these two forces with the adhesive force and the surface friction of the nanowires 
substrate. We aimed on developing a more advanced technique that integrated the magnetophoretic 
property of some Fe3O4 paramagnetic nanoparticles (PMNPs) with a silicon nanowires (SiNWs) 
substrate in a microfluidic device to trap MDA-MB231 cell lines as CTCs in the blood. 
Results: Simulation indicated assuming that the nanoparticles adhere perfectly to the white blood 
cells (WBCs) and the CTCs, the magnetic moment of the CTCs was almost one order of magnitude 
larger than that of the WBCs, so its attraction by the magnetic field was much higher. In general 
with significant statistics, the integrated device can trap almost all of the CTCs on the SiNWs 
substrate. In the experimental section, we took advantage of the integrated trapping techniques, 
including micropost barriers, magnetophoresis, and nanowires-based substrate to more effectively 
isolate the CTCs. 
Conclusion: The simulation indicated that the proposed device could almost trap all of the CTCs 
onto the SiNWs substrate, whereas trapping in flat substrates with magnetophoretic force was 
very low. As a result of the magnetic field gradient, magnetophoretic force was applied to the cells 
through the nanoparticles, which would efficiently drive down the nanoparticle-tagged cells. For 
the experimental validation, anti-EpCAM antibodies for specific binding to tumor cells were used. 
Using this specific targeting method and by statistically counting, it was shown that the proposed 
technique has excellent performance and results in the trapping efficiency of above 90%. 
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cell viability, and high efficiency. However, the main 
disadvantage of this method is that it is time consuming 
in the volume of analysis. To overcome this issue, a purely 
hydrodynamic procedure of fractionating a sample by size 
was proposed.18 Hydrodynamic manipulation of particles 
was also performed using micropost arrays and laminar 
flow. 

In the dielectrophoresis (DEP) method, an external 
electric field source is used to move and separate CTCs 
in the microfluidic channel. This technique permits the 
rearrangement of the external electric field to gain accurate 
isolation results. Besides, the high conductivity of the 
blood suspension is reported to cause remarkable heating 
within a DEP compliant with cell phenotypes, by the way 
of increasing flexible control of the microenvironment for 
a wide range of cells. Albeit the considered DEP method 
shows a successful CTCs’ isolation result, there are some 
restrictions reported through various studies. The first 
and the substantial problem of the DEP microfluidic 
systems is the low efficiency of this method, such that the 
accessible amelioration amount for tumor cells is lower 
than 80%. Such a scenario is largely resulting in the high 
electric conductivity of the blood.19 In most cases this 
particular feature causes cells dragging negative DEP, and 
so it is difficult to implement the DEP separation process 
(e.g., tough to get a high purity product).20 In addition, 
reports have shown that the high conductivity of the blood 
suspension significantly heats up the DEP microfluidic 
device. This leads to unfavorable lysing of cells.20 

Another widely used method for size-based particle 
separation applies laminar flow via an alternative array of 
barriers in micrometer scale. These arrays use a well-known 
principle known as deterministic lateral displacement 
(DLD) in order to continuously separate particles in size, 
since the movement of cells or particles perpendicular to 
the prime flow direction is accomplished by the scheme 
of the arrangement .21 Particles that are smaller than the 
critical size when passing through the array slot follow the 
main stream without any displacement, whereas particles 
overhead the critical size are “thumped ” sideward to cross 
consecutive streamlines with each tier moving at an angle 
prearranged by the post departure spacing.

Field-flow fractionation (FFF) is associated to methods 
where a field as flow, electric, gravitational, centrifugal, and 
particle-shaped objects operates in a vertical orientation 
of prim channel streamline. In a microfluidic device, the 
particles with the greatest force applied are near the walls 
where the flow velocity is slower, thus allowing them to stay 
there longer. Particles under influence of a small vertical 
force are quickly driven out of the channel due to the fluid 
momentum. In opposition to lots of common techniques, 
FFF is an elution method where differential conservation 
in the microchannel put through separation, rather than 
direction down different outlet channels.22 Likewise, 
Herringbone grooves are used to produce a flow pattern 
proper for separating particles of the same size based on 

for the development of patient-specific treatments.5 
Practically, the CTCs are available at concentrations as low 
as 1-100 cells per milliliter in the peripheral blood where 
the ratio of the red blood cells (RBCs) to the white blood 
cells (WBCs) is around 1000 and the minimum specimen 
volume needed for the CTC analysis is 5 to 10 mL. 
Moreover, prospective studies have reported that patients 
with 5% CTCs per 7.5 mL of blood volume would have 
very low chance of long term survival.6 Therefore, by the 
enumeration of the CTCs in a sample blood volume of a 
cancer patient we can accomplish a substantial biomarker 
to monitor for real-time prognosis and further for 
exclusion of return and prevention of metastatic relapses.

Right now, CellSearch® is the only FDA approved system 
which is accepted as the “gold standard” amid emerging 
CTC isolation mechanisms, which is based on specific 
targeting of EpCAM cell surface markers.7 Nonetheless, 
since the EpCAM biomarkers are not available in all 
carcinoma and are likely to be lost when cells suffer the 
epithelial to mesenchymal transition, the CellSearch® 
procedure is not always applicable.8 

To discover CTCs in blood, diverse novel devices 
have been developed in the last few years, including 
size-based filtration,9 microfluidics approaches,10 and 
immunomagnetic separation.11 Despite technological 
progress, it is yet technically very challenging to come 
up with a standard clinical method for the detection of 
the CTCs because of their very rare numbers present in 
the blood volume, that is, 1–100 CTCs/mL.12 Besides, 
the CTCs’ extremely heterogeneous morphologies 
have made their isolation extremely hard.13,14 Although 
immunoaffinity-based isolation methods have some 
benefits such as high purity, high recovery, and high cell 
viability, their disadvantages like deficiency of cancer-
specific markers, heterogeneous expression of markers 
in cells, and some difficulties with the antibody affinity 
or specificity restrict their use. Therefore, a very sensitive 
detection device is required to accurately identify, separate, 
and enumerate the CTCs. 

Among the methods of cell separation, pillar-type 
filtration is the most common method, which is made of 
microposts with specified gap intervals to separate particles 
according to their size. This method is usually avoided 
because cells trapped along the fluid flow direction will 
lead to fouling or clogging.15 Along this method and with 
the same structural classification, membrane microfilters 
have also been used to separate spiked cells in the blood 
and have been incorporated with electrolysis for genomic 
analysis by integrating large arrays of pores.16 Filter 
separators that operate by size face numerous challenges, 
such as cell size inhomogeneities within a population, 
clogging, or fouling. Rare deformable cells, such as CTCs, 
where extrusion from the pores occurs, may be damaged 
or destroyed.17 The most significant advantages of using 
microfluidic devices are: excellent purity, high capture 
rates, little cell disturbance, low sample volume, high 
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density.23 However, the output arrangements for separating 
cells or particles are not really suitable in this device.

Magnetophoresis-based separation process with 
microfluidic technology is a proven and perfect technique 
that has been established in recent years for identification 
and isolation of rare cells.24-26 In this technique, in order 
to efficiently and selectively separate cells labeled with 
biocompatible magnetic particles in a microfluidic device, 
a magnetic field gradient is applied, hence known as 
the immunomagnetic technique. The advantage of this 
method over passive hydrodynamic methods is that 
it is less dependent on fluid flow and particle-particle 
interaction. The magnetophoresis process has higher 
specificity than other techniques and it is possible 
to process whole blood and isolate cells with higher 
throughput.27,28 Moreover, the immunomagnetic habitude 
is a biocompatible attitude with a little harm to the cells. 
Despite of the high-gradient magnetic field, the force is 
only applied to the particles labeled on the cell and pushes 
the cell to the desired position. The cells viability in this 
method is almost 100%.29 The most important limitation 
of this method is the need for a pre-preparation sample 
and cell labeling with the magnetic particles. 

Recently, Kim et al used magnetophoretic micro-
separation to isolate CTCs from peripheral blood. 29 With 
this kind of device for a diluted blood sample spiked 
with the CTCs at a flow rate of 5 mL/h, the recovery 
and the purity rates were ~90% and 97%, respectively. 
Furthermore, Zhang et al separated rare cells from a 
continuous blood sample flow without any buffer flow.30 

Alongside with the development of these particle 
separation techniques, various nanostructure materials 
including nanowires, nanorods, and nanotubes of single 
element, oxide, and compound semiconductors have 
been successfully synthesized.31-37 In a recent study, a 
nanostructure-based platform has been proposed to isolate 
specific targeted and marked cells from a cell line or from 
whole blood. They suggested that this nanostructure-
based platform is capable of considerably improving 
cell separation performance due to its 3-dimensional 
(3D) nanotopographic feature that increases its local 
interactions with the surface of the cells and thus enhances 
its cell-capture tendency. What we can conclude from 
this report is that separation efficiency of greater than 
90% can be achieved by trapping the targeted cells with a 
nanostructured substrate.38,39 

Although numerous methods have been reported for 
the detection and isolation of CTCs, and single-agent, 
multifactorial, and integrated approaches have been 
considered as well, the simultaneous use of separation 
techniques, including micropost barriers in a microfluidic 
channel, magnetophoretic properties, and especially 
nanowire-based substrate trapping methods yet remain to 
be investigated. In this report, we took the advantage of this 
combined trapping mechanism to more effectively isolate 
the MDA-MB231 cell lines as CTCs. In this work, we used 

anti-EpCAM antibodies to prove the performance of our 
device, which binds specifically to epithelial cells while 
having no binding to blood cells. Moreover, we developed 
a model for simulation of CTCs in a microfluidic device 
which employs magnetophoresis integrated with Si 
nanowires substrate. We further demonstrated that our 
proposed device can dramatically increase CTC trapping 
efficiency.

Materials and Methods
All chemical materials if not explicitly mentioned were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany.

Synthesis and functionalization of magnetic nanoparticles
In this work, we synthesized paramagnetic nanoparticles 
(PMNPs) based on the Masart method in aqueous 
solution of ammonia using iron salts (II) and (III).40 In 
order to protect the ferrous ions oxidation, deionized (DI) 
water was first mixed with nitrogen gas for 30 minutes. 
Thereafter, 4 g of FeCl3.6H2O was dissolved with 2 g of 
FeCl2.4H2O in 200 mL of DI water in the presence of 
nitrogen gas  stirring vigorously at 80°C.  The solution 
was then stirred for 40 minutes with the same conditions, 
then 20 mL of NH3¯.H2O (28%) was slowly poured into 
the solution to reach pH 10 and stirred for another 50 
minutes. Adding ammonium to the solution resulted in 
changing the solution color from brown to black. After 
the synthesized adsorbent temperature was reduced, the 
adsorbent was rinsed several times with ethanol until pH 
7 and then dried in an oven at 105°C for 4 hours.

The PMNPs were then coated with silica through the 
following Stöber process.41 PMNP solution of 0.25 M (160 
mL) was provided by interspersing PMNPs in ethanol 
at 40°C. Just after the suspension was prepared, it was 
blended with 8 mL of ammonia, 15.0 mL of DI water and 
1.12 mL of TEOS for 2 hours. The suspension was then 
exposed to ultrasound for one hour. The composite was 
segregated from the suspension utilizing a magnet and 
afterward interspersed in 60 mL of ethanol. To ameliorate 
the Si-O-Fe bond, the solution was held in a 60°C water 
bath for 6 hours. Then, it was washed several times with 
ethanol to neutralize its pH; and it was also collected 
utilizing an external magnet and desiccated in vacuum at 
75°C for 10 hours. The final solution stored in an air tight 
vessel.

We functionalized the magnetite nanoparticles with 
(3-aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane (APTES, Sigma-Aldrich, 
USA) in the following way: 60 mL of the suspension of 
Fe3O4 NPs in water (3 g/L) was mixed with 60 mL of 
ethanol and 2.4 mL of 2% APTES v/v solution. In this 
process, the temperature was kept constant at 50°C and 
the interaction time lasted about 24 hours. Then, 1.5 mL 
of Fe3O4@SiO2 (90 mg/L) in water was mixed with 1.5 mL 
of ethanol and 65 μL of APTES (2% v/v); we maintained 
the temperature and time as stated in previous report.42 
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Fabrication and functionalization of Si nanowires 
substrate together with microfluidic channel 
In this work, we used chemical etching process on p-type 
wafers (100), which have resistivity of 10 Ωcm to create 
silicon nanowire (SiNW) arrays. This way is a relatively 
simple and favorable method to produce well-aligned 
SiNW arrays.43,44 First, a 2-inch Si wafer was sliced into 
2.5 cm × 1 cm, which using ultrasonic waves, they were 
purified in acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and DI water 
for 10 minutes, respectively. The cleaned wafer slices were 
plunged in 10 wt% hydrofluoric (HF) acid for 5 minutes 
to eliminate the residential oxide layer, and next treated 
in boiling RCA solution (H2O:NH4OH:H2O2 = 5:1:1) for 
1 hour to transform the surface into a hydrophilic surface. 

Silicon patterning was performed using positive 
resist (MICROPOSIT® Shipley1813® Photoresist) using 
conventional lithography. The cut wafers were first 
placed on the spin coater. Then, 5 mL of positive resist 
was resuspended on a dropper and spin at 3000 rpm for 
30 seconds. After coating the wafers with a photoresist, 
they were placed in a contact UV lithography system. 
After exposure, the samples were placed in 0.1 M NaOH 
solution to form the desired design by the photoresist. 
Afterward, using an electric deposition method, a 
pattern of Ag film (30 nm) was coated on Si substrates at 
room temperature for 5 minutes in an aqueous solution 
containing 10% HF and AgNO3 solution 5×10-3 M. The 
Ag-coated Si substrates were then plunged in an aqueous 
solution comprising 10% HF and 0.3% H2O2 at 27oC for 30 
minutes. Eventually, the Ag metallic film residual on the Si 
substrates was quite lifted off by aquaregia (HCl:HNO3 = 
3:1) for 1 hour, followed by amorphous etching silicone for 
30 minutes in a mixture of etchant buffer oxide solution 
(BOE, NH4F:HF = 6:1). The sizes of the SiNWs were 
about 50–100 nm in diameter and 4–10 μm in height. 
These dimensions thoroughly depends on the size of Ag 
nanoparticles and the etching time, respectively.45 

Before surface functionalization, the Si patterned 
substrate with SiNW arrays on it were rinsed delicately 
with H2O2: H2SO4 (1:1) for 10 minutes to eliminate all 
organic compounds and contaminations from the surface. 
Then, using acetone, isopropyl alcohol and distilled water, 
we washed the substrates, respectively and then dried them 
in hot air.  In order to sterilize the Si patterned substrate 
with SiNW arrays, we first immersed the Si patterned 
substrate in 100% ethanol for 2–3 hours and then kept it 
under UV irradiation overnight before use.

The surface cleaning process was performed with 
piranha (96% H2SO4: 30% H2O2 = 1: 1) for 10 minutes 
and then the surface was treated with O2 plasma for 20 
seconds to form hydroxyl groups on the SiNW surface. 
The surface was then functionalized by a three-step 
process; the first step was subjected to 1% (v/v) APTES in 
ethanol for 30 minutes at room temperature. The second 
step subjected to12.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde (GA, Sigma-
Aldrich, USA) for 4 hours in distilled water and finally 50 

μg/mL streptavidin (STR, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) solution 
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) in an incubator at 37°C 
in 5% CO2 for 12 hours.46 

Design and fabrication of microfluidic channel 
Briefly, the mold of the microfluidic device was formed 
with SU-8 photoresist on Si wafers, according to the 
standard protocol of photolithography. Subsequently, the 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, 
USA) with the mixing ratio (i.e., 10:1) was cast onto the 
master mold to replicate the master patterns and the device 
was fabricated by following a conventional procedure of 
soft lithography. Afterwards the cured PDMS was peeled 
from the master mold, and the inlets and outlets for 
flowing in the chemical fluids and biological specimens 
were cut out using a sharp puncher. The PDMS device was 
treated with oxygen plasma for 20 seconds, and aligned 
with the patterned substrate containing arrays of SiNWs 
and bonded together to form an irreversible seal.47 The 
hybrid devices were built after a process of bonding at 65 
°C on a hot plate. A standard syringe pump was connected 
to the inlet of the PDMS microchip by tubing and used to 
transited blood sample with a syringe. The reservoir was 
connected to the outlet through tubing.

Magnet configuration and magnetic field distribution
We put a magnetoid block of NdFeB that produces a field 
of 42 MGOe and dimensions of 20 mm × 20 mm × 2 mm 
just under the SiNWs substrate in the middle part of the 
microfluidic channel that contains PDMS micropores. In 
order to eliminate the effects of the magnetic field near 
the sample and buffer entry port, we placed a spacer and 
a gap between the magnet and the inlet microchannel. 
For the uptake of cancer cells labeled with MNPs (each 
PMNP acts as a superparamagnetic bipolar) we needed 
a magnetic field gradient, which was provided by the 
magnet in the embedded location. 
We simulated the motion of the fluid, which is the blood 
diluted with PBS, in the presence of CTCs labeled with 
MNPs as well as the magnetic field applied to the cells in 
the microfluidic channel using a commercially available 
finite element method (FEM) software COMSOL. We 
employed the measured quantities to specify parameters 
in the simulation.

Breast cancer cell culture
In this study, we used the MDA-MB231 cell lines taken 
apart from breast tumors from standard cell banks of 
the National Bank of Iran (NCBI) located at the Pasteur 
Institute of Iran.48 They were kept at 37oC (5% CO2, 95% 
air) in RPMI-1640 medium (Sigma 8758, Sigma-Aldrich, 
USA) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), and 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). Cells were counted with 
a hemacytometer and diluted in PBS to prepare a solution 
with approximately 2000 cells/mL.
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Conjugation of antibodies to PMNPs and labeling tumor 
cells with the functionalized antibodies
Blood samples collected in Ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid (EDTA) tubes were distributed into conical tubes, 
each with 2.5 mL of blood sample. MDA-MB231 cell 
lines were used for spiked experiments to characterize the 
capture efficiency of the developed trapping system. To 
label tumor cells with the APTES-functionalized PMNPs, 
100 μL of tumor cells was added in 2.5 mL of whole blood 
and incubated for 2 hours. Unbounded nanoparticles were 
filtered using a magnetic dx2`1`field to input only labeled 
tumor cells into the microfluidic channel.

Conjugation of antibodies to nanoparticles Anti-
EpCAM antibody (0.1 mg/mL) was attached to the 
APTES-functionalized PMNPs. Firstly, 1 mL of APTES-
functionalized PMNPs (1 mg/mL) was mixed with PBS 
(pH 7.4). Anti-EpCAM antibody was thiolated by reacting 
with the Traut's Reagent (2-iminothiolane, Pierce) in 
PBS (pH 7.4) at a molar ratio of 1:2 at 4°C for 2 hours. 
Last, the PMNPs and thiolated antibody were mixed in 
PBS at a mass ratio of PMNPs: antibody = 10:1. After 24 
hours reaction at 4°C, excess antibodies were removed 
by centrifugation. Then, APTES-functionalized PMNPs, 
which were functionalized with cancer specific antibodies 
anti-EpCAM, were added to the blood samples to label the 
MDA-MB231 cells.

Sample preparation
Blood samples collected in EDTA tubes were distributed 
within cone-shaped tubes, each with 2.5 mL of blood 
sample. MDA-MB231 cell lines were used for spiked 
experiments to specify the capture yield of the developed 
trapping system. A solution with almost 200 cells (100 μL 
cell suspension) was spiked into 2.5 mL aliquot of blood 
sample. The same volume of cell suspension (100 μL) was 
laved on two glass slides and used as control samples. A 
suspension of functionalized Fe3O4 PMNPs was incubated 
in a strong magnetic field. 

Separation process
We used a syringe pump attached to the microfluidic 
channel to transfer blood samples to spiked CTCs.  Flow 
rate was 2.0 mL/h. After the labeled cell separation was 
performed in the microfluidic channel and the desired 
CTCs were stuck in the SiNWs substrate, the flushing step 
was performed with PBS solution to remove the undesired 
RBCs and WBCs. After peeling the PDMS microchip off 
the Si substrate, the sample slide was stocked at 4 °C before 
the following exploration process.

Identification process
To take SEM images of the cells stuck in the nanowires 
substrate before peeling off the microfluidic channel from 
the substrate, we injected 99% ethanol solution into the 
channel to immobilize the cells in the substrate and extract 
the intracellular water from them. Afterward, 2 mL PBS 

was used to wash the chip twice. After the separation step, 
the cells in the in vivo imaging system were analyzed using 
an inverter microscope connected to a CCD camera. The 
captured cells could be released from the microchip by PBS 
washing and stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 
(DAPI), anti-CD45, and EpCAM for fluorescent imaging.

Characterization
The as-prepared products (PMNPs, SiO2-coating PMNPs 
and well aligned SiNWs) were characterized utilizing field-
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and 
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) (HITACHI, 
S-4160), SEM (TESCAN, VEGA II), and transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) (Philips, CM-30). TEM 
samples were provided by dropping the as-prepared 
products in ethanol and plunging them in an ultrasonic 
bath for 20 minutes, then dropping a few drops of resulting 
suspension, including the synthesized structures, onto a 
TEM grid. The selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns 
of a single crystal PMNPs and SiO2-coating PMNPs were 
taken with the same TEM instrument. 

Results 
Theoretical modeling and simulation
To model the behavior of cancer cells inside a microfluidic 
channel, some assumptions should be made for physical 
parameters and forces applied to the cells. A CTC is a 
viscoelastic object that flows in the microfluidic channel 
in presence of other cells and constituent particles of 
blood and other fluids. In addition, cell motions may be 
cumulative and in cellular colonies that further complicate 
the situation. Within the channel, various forces, such as 
those caused by the side walls, dams and barriers, like 
the embedded microposts, should be considered as well. 
Besides, the fluid parameters such as velocity, pressure, 
density, viscosity, and so on should be taken into account. 
All these parameters not only should be considered for 
cancer cells but also for all other cells in the whole blood, 
including platelets, WBCs, and RBCs. Practically, it is 
quite impossible to include all these parameters in the 
modeling and simulation of the motion of the cancer cells 
inside the microfluidic channel. 

With some simplifications, to include the major forces 
acting on the cells and neglecting the rest, one can study 
the desired physical parameters of the cells. Since the 
blood constituents (e.g., WBCs, RBCs, and platelets) in 
buffer solution do not have a significant effect on the flow 
of cancer cells and CTCs, we can approximately model the 
blood in presence of EDTA and PBS as Newtonian fluid. 

We first proposed the theoretical frame and numerical 
scheme, based on the transport processes, for prospect 
of magnetophoretic separation and trapping the Si 
nanowires substrate. In order to apply transverse force 
to the magnetically labeled target cells, we considered 
a permanent magnet perpendicular to the direction of 
flow. In this scheme, we considered dilute samples of 
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cells, in which cells were almost as solid microspheres 
and bead-bead interactions were omitted. For CTCs 
and paramagnetic labeled target cells with diameters 
on the scale of microns, in this microfluidic system, the 
Pecklet number was large (ul/D), so that the diffusion 
and deposition time scales were much longer than other 
related processes (process and magnetophoresis) and 
could therefore be ignored. 

We developed the governing equations for the flow 
of a typical single particle, that is, cell, PMNPs, or cell 
nanoparticles complex, relied on a Lagrangian particle 
tracking method and Newton’s Law:

 

{
𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝

𝑑𝑑𝐮𝐮𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐅𝐅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝐅𝐅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝐅𝐅𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 & 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓    𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒

𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑𝒖𝒖𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐅𝐅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝐅𝐅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                              𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒

}

 

where, mp and up are the mass and velocity of the 
particle. Fmag and Fdrag are the magnetic and drag forces 
confronted with the particle and Ffriction & adhesion is the force 
resulting from the interaction of the cell with the surface 
of the nanowires substrate due to the surface adhesion 
and the friction between the cell and the surface of the 
nanowires substrate.

The drag force Fdrag can be described using the Stokes 
drag for small spherical particles in a fluid with a small 
Reynolds number (Re < 1) as follows:

𝐅𝐅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 6𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝(𝐮𝐮𝑝𝑝 − 𝐮𝐮𝑓𝑓)
 

Here, Rp is the effective particle radius, η is the fluid 
viscosity, and uf is the fluid velocity.49 

The drag force is straightly proportional to the 
hydrodynamic radius of the particle or the cell. 

The magnetic force Fmag experienced by a magnetic 
particle within an applied magnetic field B is given by the 
following equation:

𝐅𝐅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = (𝐦𝐦 ∙ 𝛁𝛁)𝐁𝐁 
 

where,

𝐦𝐦 = 𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝐌𝐌𝑝𝑝 

N is the number of nanoparticles on the surface of CTC 
or WBC, Vp is the volume of the nanoparticle, and Mp is 
the magnetization of the nanoparticle.50 Neglecting the 
effects of the around medium on the particle magnetic 
virtues, the magnetic force on each PMNP is defined by,50 

𝐅𝐅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝜒𝜒𝑝𝑝(𝐁𝐁 ∙ 𝛁𝛁)𝐁𝐁/𝜇𝜇0 
 

where χp is the magnetic susceptibility of the nanoparticle 
and μ0 is the permeability of the free space.51, 52 

Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the microfluidic device with 
a magnet placed under the interaction part of the device in 
which SiNWs patterned substrate is located. For a further 
discussion of the magnetic flux density and its distribution 

in the microfluidic channel see Supplementary file 1 and 
Fig. S1.

In Fig. 2A, we examined the behavior of a rigid object, 
namely, a cell, at a time instance under the influence of 
the forces generated by the Navier-Stokes fluid and the 
force applied by the magnetic field caused by a fixed 
magnet. We considered the cell to be a rigid spherical 
object surrounded by iron oxide spherical nanoparticles. 
It was assumed that the magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles 
cover the circular surface of the cell quite uniformly. The 
simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.

To simplify the modeling, we assumed just a single 
cell and included only the part of the substrate that was 
directly below the cell. We also included only a portion 
of the magnet under the nanowire substrate to create the 
field. The channel height is 50 μm, which is in perfect 
agreement with our experimental work. The height of the 
vertical nanowires inside the channel is considered to be 5 
μm. The diameter of each nanowire is about 200 nm. We 
also assumed that the diameter of the core-shell PMNPs 
on the cell surface is around 70 nm. Fig. 2B indicates the 
schematic diagram for PMNPs bound on CTC and WBC. 
As seen in Fig. 2B,

𝜃𝜃 =  Arcsin ( 𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟+𝑅𝑅)      

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the microfluidic device. (A) Top view of the middle 
part of the microfluidic device (B) Cross section of the middle part of the 
microfluidic device showing a magnet under the middle part of the Si 
nanowires substrate of the device.
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𝛼𝛼 = 2𝜋𝜋(1 −  cos𝜃𝜃) 

𝛼𝛼 = 2𝜋𝜋 (1 − √1 − ( 𝑟𝑟
𝑅𝑅+𝑟𝑟)

2
)   

 Assuming R = qr, where q is an integer, N is the number 
of the small circles viz the nanoparticles, over the large 
circle, which is the cells. Then calculating for a solid angle, 
the number of particles on the sphere is:

𝑁𝑁 = 4𝜋𝜋
𝛼𝛼 = 2

(1 − √1 − ( 1
𝑞𝑞 + 1)

2
)

 

 The average sizes of the RBCs and the MDA-MB231 
are 8 µm and 20 µm, respectively. Although there are 
various types of leukocytes, the average size of neutrophils 
and lymphocytes, which accounted for most leukocytes 
(>75%), is around 8 µm.53 So for the MDA-MB231 cell 
lines as CTC there are 362403 nanoparticles covering its 
surface (q ~ 300), while they are 40 803 for the WBC (q ~ 
100). Although there are very rare numbers of CTCs that 
are smaller than WBCs, this is statistically insignificant 
and hence ignored in our calculation.53 

Fig. 2C and Fig. 2D show the simulations of the 
magnetization and the magnetic flux density due to the 
presence of a constant magnet with magnitude of 50 G per 
cell. As a result of the nonuniform magnetic field presence, 
the magnetophoretic force is applied to the cells tagged 
with MNPs and thus attracts the cells toward the substrate. 

Assuming that the nanoparticles adhere perfectly to the 
WBC and the CTC, the magnetic moment of the CTC is 
about 9 times larger than that of the WBC, so its attraction 
by the magnetic field is much higher. Since the mass of the 
CTC is also much higher than the WBC, the number of 
CTCs falling down the channel will be much higher. 

For a further discussion on the 2D simulation of fluid 
velocity (blood cells and buffer) in the microfluidic channel 
around the microposts and the nanowires substrate 
refer to the supplementary information and see Fig. S2 
(Supplementary file 1) and Video S1 (Supplementary 
file 2).

Experimental results
Fig. 3A shows FESEM images of Fe3O4 PMNPs that were 
not yet coated with silica. Due to the morphological 
considerations, what seen in these images are very 
fine-grained nanoparticles. The images taken with the 
transmission electron microscope (TEM) are more precise 
and distinct, as shown in Fig. 3B. The diameter of the 
nanoparticles in the TEM images was around 5-20 nm. 
The inset image in Fig. 3B was the selected area diffraction 
(SAD) pattern that confirmed the paramagnetic 
nanoparticles were single crystal. Although iron oxide II 
and III nanoparticles were biocompatible, for preventing 
damage to the cell membrane and hence jeopardizing 
the cell viability and further to physically and chemically 
protect the nanoparticles against environmental factors 
such as loss of magnetic properties in the presence of salts 

Table 1. The simulation parameters of CTC flow in the microfluidics channel in presence of the magnetophoretic force and the SiNWs substrate

Parameter description Quantity Unit

Overall microfluidic device length 23 mm

Overall microfluidic device width 5 mm

Middle part of device length 5 mm

Middle part of device width 4 mm

Microfluidic channel height 50 µm

Sample inlet channel width 100 µm

Buffer inlet channel width 150 µm

Fluid input speed 0.1 mm/s

Fluid inlet pressure 105 Pa

Average density of blood 1060 kg/m3

The viscosity of blood at 37 °C in presence of EDTA and PBS ~1.5 × 10−3 Pa.s

Viscosity of labeled cells with nanoparticles ~5- 50 Pa.s

CTC diameter 15 µm

WBC diameter 5 µm

Diameter of magnetic core-shell nanoparticles on a cancer cell 70 nm

Magnets magnetic susceptibility 2×105 -

Effective magnetic moment of CTC (~NχpVp) 1.6×104 µm3

Effective magnetic moment of WBC (~NχpVp) 1.8×103 µm3

Magnetic susceptibility of nanoparticles 250 -

Magnetic fluid susceptibility (including blood plasma and buffer solutions) 1 -
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in a saline solution that was required for the cell viability, 
there was a need for a silica coating on the surface of the 
PMNPs. Fig. 3C indicates the SEM image of the silica-
coated Fe3O4 PMNPs where the silica coating created a fully 
spherical shell around the PMNPs, where the diameter 
of the Fe3O4 PMNPs with the silica shell was around 60-
180 nm. Fig. 3D indicates the TEM image of the core-
shell PMNPs. In this figure, the full spherical iron oxide 
nanoparticles were observed. Fig. 3E shows the FESEM 
image of the Fe3O4 PMNPs with silica coating having a 
pyramid shape and right- angle corner. The TEM image is 
shown in Fig. 3F. The inset image in Fig. 3F indicates the 
SAD pattern of PMNPs with single crystalline structure. 
As the diffraction pattern confirmed, the crystal structure 
of these nanoparticles was single crystalline. For a further 
discussion on EDX analysis of the sample of silica-coated 
PMNPs in Fig. 3 and the hysteresis loops measured for 
non-coated and  silica-coated magnetite nanoparticles, 
refer to the supplementary information and Fig. S4.

In Fig. 4, we showed a schematic representation of the 
functionalized antibodies with the Fe3O4 PMNPs and then 
surface functionalization of SiNWs with streptavidin. As 
Fig. 4A shows, after that the nanoparticles were coated 
with silica, biocompatible materials that had the potential 
to form antibody-antigen bonds with cellular receptors 
should have been utilized to subsequently enable biological 

function with the cell membrane. 
After that the nanoparticles were coated with TEOS, 

the surface silanization was applied by APTES. We then 
used glutaraldehyde to activate the surface of the coated 
and silanizated nanoparticles and then functionalize 
the antibody anti-EpCAM with the PMNPs. Finally, the 
tumor cells (MDA-MB231 cells here) were labeled with 
functionalized antibodies for magnetophoretic trapping. 
Fig. 4B indicates the hydroxylated nanowires with the 
solution of piranha after the desired design on the silicon 
substrate. They were then silanized with APTES followed 
by glutardehyde activation, and finally, with the use of 
streptavidin (STR), the nanowires were functionalized. 

In Fig. 5A, top view, and in Fig. 5B, tilted view of the 
SEM images of the well-aligned vertical SiNWs on the Si 
substrate in the middle part of the microfluidic channel are 
shown. The diameter of the nanowires was roughly 100-
200 nm and their height was larger than 10 µm. Figs. 5C 
and 5D show the top view (80°) and Figs. 5E and 5F show 
the tilted view (30°) SEM images of the middle part of the 
silicon substrate with low and high magnification. The 
middle part of the substrate was designed to have circular 
pillars or discs with the radius of ~15 µm and the spacing 
between these discs was large enough to accommodate for 
a cell size of ~20 µm. These spacings were populated with 
vertical SiNWs to more efficiently capture CTCs. Because 

Fig. 2. (A) The behavior of a rigid object, i.e., a cell, at a time instance under the influence of the forces generated by the 
Navier-Stokes fluid and the force applied by the magnetic field caused by a fixed magnet. (B) The schematic diagram for 
paramagnetic nanoparticles bound on circulating tumor cells and white blood cells. (C) Simulation of the magnetization 
and the magnetic flux density in the presence of a constant magnet with magnitude of 50 G per cell. (D) The highlighted 
box in (C) is magnified.
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Fig. 3. (A) Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) image 
of the silica-free Fe3O4 paramagnetic nanoparticles (PMNPs). (B) 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the Fe3O4 PMNPs. 
The diameter of the synthesized Fe3O4 PMNPs is around 5-20 nm. 
The inset image indicates the selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern 
of the as-synthesized Fe3O4 PMNPs. (C) FESEM image of the silica-
coated Fe3O4 PMNPs. The diameter of the Fe3O4 PMNPs with the silica 
coating is around 60-180 nm. (D) TEM image of the core-shell PMNPs. 
(E) FESEM image of the Fe3O4 PMNPs with the silica coating having 
a pyramid shape and right-angle corners. (F) TEM image of these 
nanoparticles where the inset indicates the SAD pattern of PMNPs with 
single crystalline structure.

Fig. 4. (A) Schematic representation of the surface functionalization of antibodies with the Fe3O4 paramagnetic nanoparticles and ultimately the tumor cell 
labeled with the functionalized antibodies is illustrated. (B) Schematic image of the process of the surface functionalization of the Si nanowires by streptavidin.
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of the embedded magnet under this section, cancer cells 
labeled with functionalized magnetic nanoparticles were 
effectively pulled toward the substrate and trapped in the 
nanowires. 

Fig. 6 shows the side view and the top view of the 
middle portion of the microfluidic device which was 
the core of the interaction between the magnetic field, 
the microposts, and the SiNWs. Figs. 6A-6C indicate 
the side view SEM images of microposts from low to 
high resolution. The height of the microposts in the 
middle part was about 46 µm. Fig. 6D shows the low-
resolution image of microposts and Fig. 6E shows the 
high-resolution image of microposts with a circular 
cross-section of less than 25 µm. Fig. 6F indicates the 
high-resolution, rhombus image of microposts in which 
the small and large diagonals of rhombus are 35 µm and 
42 µm, respectively. Microposts created by PDMS caused 
cells to move in certain directions at specified conditions. 
In addition, it effectively displaced CTCs in specified 
paths. Mreover, given that some microposts were not in 
full contact with the surface, they caused CTCs to become 
trapped below these microposts or close to the magnetic 
field and eventually trapped by sharp tips of nanowires. 
Here, however, the impression may arise that this is due to 
the defect during demolding of PDMS channel from SU-8 
master as some part of PDMS microposts stuck inside 
master, but in fact, this is something that was desirable 
and we had deliberately created it.

Figs. 7A and 7C show the top view SEM images of 

the trapping region on the SiNWs substrate inside the 
microfluidic channel. It is clearly seen that the CTCs have 
been stuck on the nanowires substrate and stayed there. 
Figs. 7D and 7F show the SEM images with different 
magnifications of the tilted view of cancer cells trapped 
on the nanowires substrate microfluidic channel. A 
previous work has also used SEM analysis to quantify 
the morphological properties of A549 cells bound to the 
SiNW substrate using rapid cryopreservation.46,54

Fig. 7G shows the SEM image of the cancer cells with 
the magnetic nanoparticles covering its surface. It is 
worth noting that the blood cells can also be trapped 
in this region, however due to the previous surface 
functionalization mainly the cancer cells that are also 
larger in size are trapped. Fig. 7H shows the SEM image of 
cancer cells trapped on a functional nanowire substrate on 
which the magnetic nanoparticles also have ligands. Figs. 
7I and 7J show the SEM images to compare trapping of 
CTCs with RBCs or WBCs. As shown in these pictures, 
the size of the CTCs was 3-4 times larger than that of the 
WBCs or RBCs. Although there was a chance for WBCs 
to be labeled with magnetic nanoparticles and dragged by 
the field toward the nanowires substrate, the structural 
morphology of the RBCs prevented binding to the 
nanoparticles due to the lack of filopodia. 

To further validate our device, we tried some spiked 
blood samples made by mixing pre-counted MDA-MB231 
cancer cells with the blood taken from healthy applicants. 
Then a suspension of anti-EpCAM conjugated PMNPs 

Fig. 5. (A) Top view and (B) the cross-section of well-aligned vertical nanowires on the Si substrate with high magnification. (C) and (D) Top view (80°) scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) images of the middle part of the Si substrate with well-aligned Si nanowires (SiNWs) with low and high magnification, respectively. 
(E) and (F) Tilted view (30°) SEM images of the middle part of the Si substrate with well-aligned SiNWs with low and high magnification, respectively.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diagonal
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Fig. 6. (A)-(C) Side view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of microposts from low to high resolution. The height of the microposts in the middle 
part is about 46 micron. (D) Low-resolution SEM images of microposts (E) High-resolution SEM image of microposts with a circular cross-section of less 
than 25 micron. (F) High-resolution rhombus SEM image of microposts which the small and large diagonal of rhombus are 35 and 42 micron, respectively.

Fig. 7. (A)-(C) Top view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the circulating tumor cells (CTCs) trapped on the Si nanowires substrate in the 
microfluidic channel. (D-F) Low to high magnifications SEM images of the tilted view of cancer cells trapped on the nanowires substrate microfluidic channel. 
(G) The SEM image of cancer cells with the magnetic nanoparticles covering its surface. (H) The SEM image of cancer cells trapped on a functional nanowires 
substrate on which the magnetic nanoparticles also have ligands. (I-J) Low and high magnification SEM images to compare trapping of CTCs with blood cells.

(100 mL, 0.1 mg/mL) was enhanced into each blood 
sample. After incubation for 2 hours at 23°C, free PMNPs 
were eliminated by centrifugation. The cells resuspended 
in 2 mL PBS and then pumped into the microfluidic 
channel through the magnetic field. The extricated cells 

could be recognized using fluorescent staining to specify 
cancer cells from WBCs. In our experiment, the cells were 
stained with DAPI, anti-CD45, and anti-EpCAM, which 
are specific for nucleated cells, WBCs, and epithelial cells, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 8. Dark field and fluorescent images of MDA-MB231 cells and white blood cells at the inlet, in the middle of the microfluidic channel, and in the sample 
taken out from the outlet. The selected sample is specifically stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (blue), CD45 (red), and Epithelial Cell 
Adhesion Molecule (EpCAM) (green) markers. (A) Whole blood sample with MDA-MB231 cells when injected into the microfluidic channel. (B) The absence 
of MDA-MB231 cells at the outlet of the microfluidic channel confirms that the microfluidic device integrated with Si nanowires has an excellent efficiency for 
trapping circulating tumor cells.

Fig. 8 indicates the dark field and the fluorescent images 
of MDA-MB231 cells and WBCs at the inlet and in the 
sample taken out from the outlet. The selected sample 
was specifically stained with DAPI (blue), anti-CD45 
(red), and anti-EpCAM (green) markers. Fig. 8A shows 
the whole blood sample with MDA-MB231 cells when 
injected into the microfluidic channel. Fig. 8B indicates 
the absence of MDA-MB231 cells at the outlet of the 
microfluidic channel confirming that the microfluidic 
device integrated with SiNWs had an excellent efficiency 
for trapping CTCs. 

According to the numerous experiments performed and 
different enumerations with the same method as in Fig. 
8, the statistical census results were obtained and shown 
in Fig. 9. We prepared four different configurations to 
evaluate the functionality of the device and to quantify the 
cell trapping. Two arrangements were made without the use 
of magnetic field, and two arrangements were made using 
magnetic field for capture. Fig. 9A shows the total number 
of CTCs trapped per the total number of CTCs entered 
into each microfluidic device. Based on the data in this 
panel, we found a strong correlation between the number 
of CTCs trapped in the device and the number of CTCs 
in whole blood (for Si substrate with micropost: standard 
deviation, σ =105.7098, coefficient of determination, r2 

= 0.9957and P value < .00001; for SiNWs substrate with 
micropost: σ = 124.9471, r2 = 0.9925 and P value < 0.00001; 
for Si substrate with micropost plus magnetophoresis: σ 
=158.2901, r2 = 0.9998 and P value < 0.00001; for SiNWs 
substrate with micropost plus magnetophoresis: σ = 
180.0405, r2 = 0.9998 and P value < 0.00001). Figs. 9B and 
9C show the performance percentage of each device. In 
Fig. 9B, from statistical analysis, we found σ = 1.6330 and 
P value = 0.0116 for Si substrate with micropost; σ = 1.3273 
and P-value = 0.009 for SiNWs substrate with micropost; 
σ = 3.7862 and P value < 0.00001 for Si substrate with 
micropost plus magnetophoresis; and σ = 1.6990 and P 
value = 0.00011 for SiNWs substrate with micropost plus 
magnetophoresis.

Discussion
For the numerical simulation, we considered the 
interaction between the drag and magnetic forces on the 
paramagnetic labeled target cells in the fluid as well as the 
interaction of these two forces with the adhesive forces 
and the surface friction of the nanowires on the substrate. 
The ratio of these forces is a function of the cell type (i.e., 
size) and the amount of magnetic labelling, which is the 
number of PMNPs bound to target cells. Magnetically 
labeled cells are modelled as spheres with an “effective” 
drag radius and magnetic susceptibility proportional to 
the number of bound nanoparticles.

Based on the simulation, when the vertical distance 
from the substrate decreases, the magnetic field strength 
increases, and the maximum field strength happens at 
the two ends of the magnet. Besides, the microposts act 
as barriers and result in fluid flow fluctuation above the 
SiNWs substrate and cause the cells to be pulled down, 
preparing them to be trapped by the magnetophoretic force 
and capturing them through the friction and adhesion 
with the SiNWs. In other words, the cells encounter two 
obstacles along the channel. One is the SiNWs embedded 
in the bottom of the channel and the other is the magnetic 
force applied to the PMNPs covering the cells. The 
embedded arrangement causes the magnetization to first 
form on the nanoparticles and eventually on the cells 
and attracts them toward the nanowires substrate. After 
the cells are pulled down to the nanowires substrate, the 
rough surface of the nanowires causes the cell membrane 
to stick in the nanowires and be trapped there. It is worth 
mentioning that although the fluid velocity increases 
below the microposts, the cells will fall further due to 
their morphologies and their dimensions. Ultimately, this 
configuration can increase the efficiency of trapping.

Based on the images taken with the electron microscope, 
the size of the CTCs was three times that of the WBCs. 
Assuming that the nanoparticles adhere perfectly to the 
WBCs and the CTCs, the magnetic moment of the CTCs 
was almost one order of magnitude larger than that of the 
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Fig. 9. (A) The total number of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) trapped per the total number of CTCs entered into each microfluidic device. For all configuration 
r2 > 0.99 and P value < 0.00001. (B-C) The performance percentages of each device. In (B) for all configuration P value < 0.005.

WBCs, and since the mass of the CTCs was also much 
higher, the number of CTCs falling down through the 
channel would be much higher. Though there were very 
rare numbers of the CTCs that were smaller than the 
WBCs, this was statistically insignificant and hence was 
ignored in our calculation. We also would like to add that 
given the size of the RBCs, we expected them not to be 
trapped in this way.

Per experimental validation, we observed that almost all 
of the CTCs were trapped on the SiNWs substrate within 
the region where the magnetophoresis was effectively 
applied. Based on the observations, there was much less 
number of the WBCs (<10%) that were trapped. In the 
case of flat substrates, although CTCs and WBCs were 
attracted toward the substrate, since there was no friction 

or adhesion to the nanowires, they slid on the surface of 
the substrate and finally exited the channel.

If we increased the intensity of the magnetic field, the 
probability of the CTCs being trapped at the beginning 
of the channel would increase and thus there was a 
chance of clogging. At the same time, the number of the 
trapped WBCs was also increasing. Besides, the choice 
of a strong magnetic field required very large magnets, 
which practically imposed many limitations on both the 
design of the device and on the measurements of the 
cellular trapping. On the opposite side, if we chose a weak 
magnetic field or increased the velocity of the fluid flow, 
the trapping rate would diminish and most of the cells 
would exit the channel.

The surface functionalization enables strong biochemical 
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linkage between the surface of the nanowires and the cells 
labeled with the PMNPs and results in the trapping with 
higher selectivity. It has been previously shown that BT-20 
breast cancer cell-line strongly stuck in the STR-SiNWs by 
cell filopodia, causing the SiNWs to bend toward the center 
of the cells.55 Furthermore, the magnetic nanoparticles can 
increase the effective surface area for the CTCs binding.56 
According to Fig. 5, the tips of the nanowires were sharp 
and straight. When the magnetic nanoparticles covering 
the surface of the CTCs drag  toward the SiNWs by the 
magnet, these sharp nanometer tips  penetrate the cell 
membrane and cross with the cell’s filopodia, eventually 
making the cells to be stuck there. It is well understood 
that the penetration efficiency would be reduced if the 
nanowires were inclined or lying on the substrate, thus 
resulting in a lower efficiency of CTC trapping. The Si 
substrate has very tall nanowires to capture the cancer 
cells before entering the middle part of the channel where 
the magnetic field can boost the cell trapping with the 
nanowires. We would rather mention that other blood 
components, like the WBCs, can also be trapped in this 
process; but due to the previous functionalization process 
only the CTCs are selectively trapped and they are isolated 
from the WBCs.

Conclusion
To identify and trap rare number of CTCs in the blood, 
one valid and mature technique that has been developed 
over the years is the magnetophoresis-based separation in 
a microfluidic channel. Here, a more advanced technique 
was demonstrated that combined the magnetophoresis 
with a SiNWs substrate in a microfluidic device to more 
effectively trap and isolate the CTCs in the blood. The 
proposed device helped eliminating the need for antibody 
affinity or specificity markers that are otherwise required 

What is the current knowledge?
√ One of the challenges in diagnostic cancer research is the 
problem of trapping and identifying CTCs in the bloodstream.
√ Effective trapping is one of the critical issues in clinical 
research in this field to be accurate with minimal use of 
expensive antibodies and biomarkers.
√ Some antibodies that specifically bind to epithelial cells can 
be used to diagnose tumor cells. 

What is new here?
√ The magnetophoretic force integrated with Si nanowires 
was modeled and simulated in a microfluidic device. 
√ Combined trapping techniques, including micropost 
barriers, magnetophoresis, and especially nanowire-based 
substrates were used to isolate and trap CTCs more effectively.
√ The performance of the device was proved with Anti-
EpCAM antibody which specifically bonded to epithelial 
cells but not to blood cells.

Research Highlights in most of the earlier techniques.
We developed a numerical scheme to simulate the drag 

and the magnetic forces applied to the cells labeled with 
PMNPs inside the fluid and analyze their interaction 
with the other two forces of the adhesion and the surface 
friction of the nanowires on the substrate. Our simulation 
suggested that the integrated device results in almost 
all of the CTCs being trapped on the SiNWs substrate, 
while trapping with a bulk substrate and with the 
magnetophoretic force alone is not promising.

In this report, we took advantage of the combined 
trapping technique, including micropost barriers, 
magnetophoresis, and especially nanowires-based 
substrate to more effectively isolate and trap the CTCs. 
For the experimental validation, we used anti-EpCAM 
antibody for the specific binding of PMNPs to tumor cells. 
Through this integrated approach, in the middle part of 
this microfluidic device, a series of microposts were 
designed that in addition to slowing down the movement 
of the cells, directed them to the bottom of the microfluidic 
channel. Besides microposts, we labeled cancer cells with 
anti-EpCAM conjugated with PMNPs. As a result of the 
nonuniform magnetic field presence, the magnetophoretic 
force was applied to the cells tagged with PMNPs and thus 
attracted the cells toward the SiNWs substrate. Using this 
method and by statistically counting well, we showed 
that our integrated technique has excellent performance 
and results of the trapping efficiency of above 90%, being 
about 12% more efficient than a flat silicon substrate with 
the magnetophoresis.
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